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Appendix A. Characteristic Lengthscales of Fracture for Intermetallics, TiAl-alloys, and NiAlalloys
Intermetallics display several characteristic lengthscales related to fracture and material strength properties. It has been
observed that intermetallics exhibit chaotic crack growth rates which can span several orders of magnitude. Furthermore,
this occurs on at a lengthscale of few microns.

Figure A1: Microstructural lengthscales of intermetallics: FEG-SEM fracture surfaces of High-Pressure Die-Cast Magnesium
Alloys (El Kadiri et al. 2008).

As can be seen from Figure A1, the microstructure of these intermetallics is very disordered and leads to stochastic
fracture at similar scales. The left panel is a SEM image of a die-cast Mg alloy where disorder is seen at a few microns.
Also, a hairline crack has appeared in the microstructure which is not straight but follows the inhomogeneities, grainboundaries, and microcracks within the material. The right panel is a similar image with a larger, more defined crack which
caused separation in the material and displays similar stochastics characteristics compared to the left panel. These
characteristic lengthscales are common among many intermetallics.
More specifically intermetallic alloys and superalloys such as Titanium Aluminide (TiAl) and Nickel Aluminide
(NiAl) based alloys are of principal importance given their recent integration into components like gas turbine blades for
aeronautical applications. Knowing how these materials fracture will aid in predicting how such failures will occur.
Therefore, we narrow our focus to these alloys and superalloys as they pertain substance of this paper. The following figure
will illustrate how these intermetallics display similar characteristic lengthscales to figure A1.
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Figure A2: Microstructural lengthscales of Ti and Ni -based Superalloys: a &b (top) SEM images of a TiAl alloy where (a) is
the crack and (b) is an image of the microstructure (Brotzu et al. 2014). a & b (bottom) Magnified image of the microstructure of
a Ni-based superalloy where (a) is the microstructure and (b) is a propagating crack along a grain boundary (Xie et al. 2011).

Figures A2 (top) shows the microstructure of a TiAl alloy (top right) and a crack which propagated within the same
material (top left). Both images display similar scales and the crack propagates in a stochastic way. Figure A2 (bottom)
shows the microstructural disorder for a Ni-based alloy (bottom left) and a crack that propagates at a similar length scale.
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Appendix B. Short Crack Growth Lengthscales of Various Intermetallics

Looking at figure B1 (left), conservatively, the range of short crack growths is about 10-11 to 10-6 m/cycle. Furthermore,
figure B1 (right) shows crack growth rates for a TiAl-based alloy range from 10-9 to 10-6 m/cycle for naturally initiated small
cracks. Both observation underscore credibly to the assertion that crack growth rates of intermetallics is very stochastic.
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Figure B1: Stochastic crack growth rates of various intermetallics: (left) Crack growth rates for various intermetallics and
ceramic materials as a function of applied stress intensity factor from fig 5 in ref [Ritchie and Peters 2001]. (right) Crack growth
rates of TiAl-based alloy for large and small crack as a function of applied stress intensity factor from fig 4 in ref [Ritchie and
Peters 2001].
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Appendix C. Proof of Convergence

In the initial simulations, the fractal dimension, D, is adjusted to naturally compete with the discretization unit at the notch
tip as a result of the modelled notch tip curvature. A series of separate simulations were conducted to show convergence with a
smoothed notch tip that does not exhibit the discretization unit characteristic. This is done to prove that DAMASK will exhibit
convergence when analyzing the fracture data.

(a)

(b)

Figure C1: Discretization approximation of the notch curvature: (a) The sharp notch tip is present due to the discretization
approximation of the notch's curvature where is single discrete unit is present. This high-resolution curvature is compared to a
curvature at lower resolution where this approximation dose not display the same characteristic. (b) Revised simulations show
that the discretized unit is not shown at the tip of the notch for either resolution length scale.
Figure C1 shows how the notch curvature is modelled in the simulations where a fixed-depth notch may exhibit a single discretized
unit at the tip of the notch for a system size of 8 µm x 0.5 mm x 1.0 mm. Figure C1a shows this discretization characteristic.

A lower resolution specimen is overlaid to show the different approximation of the notch curvatures and it doesn’t exhibit
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the same tip approximation compared to the high-resolution system. Figure C1b displays a system with size of 8 µm x 0.5
mm x 1.0 mm and a system with lower resolution with a size of 8 µm x 0.25 mm x 0.5 mm. While both exhibit the same
smooth discretization at the tip of the notch, convergence must be considered where both maximum von Mises stress profile
begin to converge to similar values. Satisfying this criterion shows that a minimum simulation resolution has been achieved
in which measured parameters such as damage or stress will not change as a function of system size. This is typically referred
to as grid independence.

Figure C2: Satisfaction of convergence criterion: Simulations conducted at various system sizes with proportional notch widths
to demonstrate resolution of the notch curvature and the occurrence of converging behavior during fracture.
Figure C2 shows that convergence occurs at a minimum simulation size of 8 µm x 0.5 mm x 1.0 mm. As a result, this observation
dictated the simulation sized used in this manuscript, proving the system exhibits sufficient resolution at this system size to

accurately model fracture.
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Appendix D. Structure of DAMASK’s Material Point Model

In this work, we use DAMASK (Roters et al. 2012) to investigate crack initiation and growth in brittle disordered alloys
from an engineered notch. DAMASK uses typical constitutive elasticity modeling and, also, models plasticity through the
popular constitutive rate dependent, but also slip dependent, crystal plasticity formulation (Asaro and Lubarda 2006). The
structure of the algorithm is using typical material point modeling.

Figure D1:Structure of the phase field approach and material point model: A schematic showing the basic steps for recursively
solving the typical elasticity, plasticity and damage equations using very fast and stable spectral solvers.
The material point model rationalizes these elastic and plastic effects to determine the stresses at each point in the discretized
specimen (Figure D1). Figure D1 presents a schematic of how this model determines deformation and damage evolution. The

structure of the material point model begins by examining the deformation and the boundary conditions. At the initiation of
the simulation the deformation is considered to be zero. The boundary condition on the upper and lower edges are periodic
in nature. Due to the notched geometry on one of the lateral edges, the same approach cannot be applied for the sample.
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Therefore, we impose a layer of air at the notched edge. This boundary condition is considered periodic as both lateral edges
have a layer of air to maintain the periodic boundary conditions necessary for FFT. There are several levels to the solution
procedure of the material point model. The spectral solvers require the average deformation gradient, 𝑭 and the
corresponding average first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, 𝑷. This information is necessary to determine the damage evolution in
the phase field. Therefore, this model begins by partitioning the average deformation gradient into its individual deformation
gradients, 𝑭(𝑥), for each crystal in the aggregate. In DAMASK, the deformation gradient is a multiplicative decomposition
of the elastic and plastic contributions: 𝑭 𝑥 = 𝑭( 𝑭) . At the crystallite level, the main objective is to determine the
individual stresses, 𝑷, at each material point. However, in order to solve for P, the elastic and plastic effects must be
accounted for. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress, 𝑺, implicitly drives the plastic velocity gradient, 𝑳𝒑 , in order to solve the
elasto-plasticity problem in the crystal (Roters et al. 2012). However, the plastic velocity gradient depends on the plasticity
model used. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress can be calculated as a function of the elastic deformation: 𝑆 =
ℂ 𝑭/( 𝑭( − 𝑰 2. ℂ is the elasticity tensor and I is the identity matrix. We must, also, rearrange the deformation equation to
yield the elastic deformation, 𝑭( = 𝑭𝑭34
) . The next step is to consider the constitutive level. The purpose of this level is to
solve the constitutive law of plasticity. The final step is to determine the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress. We can relate P to the
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress and the deformation gradient: 𝑷 = 𝑭𝑺. The individual stresses, P, are then homogenized into
the average first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, 𝑷, used in the spectral solver. Perhaps the most important step is the homogenization
of the stresses. While it is clear that the microstructure deformation cannot be explicitly expressed in this macrostructural
model, the homogenized averages can be formulated in order to dictate the mechanical response of a representative volume
element (RVE) (Roter et al. 2010). This process goes through several iterations until a convergence criterion is met for each
incremental timestep. Because we use Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation (PETSc), it is only necessary
to achieve static equilibrium.
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Equation D1 is the convergence criterion where 𝜀(6 is the tolerance, 𝑃 is the average first Piola-Kirchhoff stress, 𝑚 is a
constant, and 𝑃 𝑥 is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress at each material point. This method is more convenient to implement
in Fourier space by employing Parseval’s theorem (Moulinec and Suquet 1998).

